Inspirage Planning Central Solution

Accelerating Time-to-Value for Oracle Cloud Investments

The Challenge
Today’s Supply Chains are complex, multi-dimensional entities facing rapidly
changing goals while customers today demand more sophisticated products and
exemplary service levels.

Solution Benefits

• Improve Demand Forecast

accuracy through statistical
forecasting

With increasing global competition introducing better products and services at ever
shrinking prices, supply chain leaders must find ways to simultaneously improve
product innovation and service levels while reducing the operational costs to stay
relevant in the market.

• Generate material plan

Moreover, the supplier landscape is changing rapidly as contract manufacturing
and direct supplier fulfillment gains prominence across major supply chains. The
risks faced by today’s supply chains are more diverse and impactful than ever.
Some of the critical issues organizations face are:

• Quickly identify and

• Constantly evolving demand patterns and lack of ability to predict demand
with higher levels of accurac.

• Increased risks of supply disruption and lack of ability to quickly identify
risks and eliminate them

• Lack of ability to embrace different fulfilment strategies within a single
global supply chain plan

• Lack of an integrated view of demand and supply across the supply chain

based on forecast accuracy
measures like MAPE% to
build buffer stock using
proven statistical methods.
eliminate fulfillment risks
from a single dashboard

• Incorporate multiple

supplies like Drop Ship,
Back 2 Back and Contract
manufacturing capacity all
in one plan

• Integrated Demand and
Supply Planning

The Solution
Oracle’s Supply Chain Planning Cloud solution provides a demand-driven adaptive planning capability to help the customer
forecast the demand with proven statistical algorithms, build safety stock models based on forecast accuracy levels, and
plan the supply levels across different supplier engagement models, all in one place.
Inspirage’s Planning Central Solution enriches Oracle’s intuitive, user-friendly GUI design with a variety of custom views
built to provide quick analytical insights into specific areas of the plan. Together, this offers an unmatched experience to
the planning end-user. The supply chain planner now has the tools to quickly identify and manage fulfillment risks and
manage the complete supply chain planning flows within a unified information architecture.
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SCM Planning Central Cloud provides a central hub for Integrated Demand and Supply Planning. Seamlessly
execute the Supply recommendations in the SCM Cloud. Optimize your Supply Chain with intuitive Analytic views.

Rapid Value Supply Chain Planning Cloud Implementation
In order to realize value quickly and consistently for our clients, Inspirage has developed a proprietary Rapid Value
Implementation Approach to implement Oracle Supply Chain Planning Cloud more quickly by taking a standardized
approach. This methodology helps clients accelerate the path to cloud leveraging our proprietary tools and pre-built
integration adapters, application accelerators and tailored industry-specific methodology.
By identifying the potential benefits and value additions from the implementation, our Rapid Value approach helps clients
achieve an accelerated return on their investment. Starting with a quick readiness assessment that is followed by the
discovery and design process, our Rapid Value program includes a contextual demonstration of the Oracle standard flows
on our environment that helps give early insight into how the product works for various business scenarios.
This is followed by the Deploy Phase, which involves configuration, testing and deployment. Here, we leverage our pre-built
accelerators, such as process maps, discovery questionnaire, configuration documents to help implement the solution faster.
Finally, our methodology helps in implementation of standard functionalities and helps to implement a Supply Chain
Planning solution that enables the business to run in the most optimized manner.

Extended Supply Chain Planning Implementation
Inspirage provides a complete solution for organizations that need the ability to integrate their On Premise/Compute Cloud
Supply Chain Planning infrastructure with the Oracle SCM Cloud solution. This solution provides the ability to build Hybrid
Cloud solutions and allows companies to leverage their investments in Demantra DM/AFDM On Premise for demand
forecasting and push it further to Planning Central Cloud for supply generation and further execution in the SCM Cloud.
Our expertise in integrating SCM Cloud with external systems, both on premise and in the Cloud, helps us to serve the
customer in building an end-to-end Supply Chain solution with Supply Chain Planning as the central function.
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Conclusion
The Inspirage Planning Central Cloud Solution helps companies to efficiently deploy Oracle’s Supply Chain Planning
Cloud to manage the demand to supply planning process. From Demand Forecasting to Material planning to Supply
Planning you can now see it all in one integrated dashboard with powerful in-built analytics further augmented by Inspirage’s custom views.
The Inspirage Rapid Value Implementation Approach will help you get it deployed quickly.
We are the experts at helping you translate your supply chain vision into measurable business results. Contact us at
info@inspirage.com to discuss how we can collaborate to improve these critical capabilities for your company.

www.inspirage.com | info@inspirage.com
Inspirage is the integrated supply chain specialist firm solving business critical challenges from design to delivery. The company delivers
end-to-end consulting and implementation solutions that link Innovation Management, Supply Chain Management and Logistics
Management. Inspirage partners with their customers to break down information silos and optimize performance to accelerate innovation,
fuel growth and achieve operational excellence.
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